Red blood cells infected by the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum express variant surface antigens (VSAs) that evade host immunity and allow the parasites to persist in the human population. There exist many different VSAs and the differential expression of these VSAs is associated with the virulence (damage to the host) of the parasites. The aim of this study is to unravel the differences in the effect key selection forces have on parasites expressing different VSAs such that we can better understand how VSAs enable the parasites to adapt to changes in their environment (like control measures) and how this may impact the virulence of the circulating parasites. To this end, we have built an individual-based model that captures the main selective forces on malaria parasites, namely parasite competition, host immunity, host death and mosquito abundance at both the within-and between-host levels. VSAs are defined by the net growth rates they infer to the parasites and the model keeps track of the expression of, and antibody build-up against, each VSA in all hosts. Our results show an ordered acquisition of VSA-specific antibodies with host age, which causes a dichotomy between the more virulent VSAs that reach high parasitaemias but are restricted to young relatively non-immune hosts, and less virulent VSAs that do not reach such high parasitaemias but can infect a wider range of hosts. The outcome of a change in the parasite's environment in terms of parasite virulence depends on the exact balance between the selection forces, which sets the limiting factor for parasite survival. Parasites will evolve towards expressing more virulent VSAs when the limiting factor for parasite survival is the within-host parasite growth and the parasites are able to minimize this limitation by expressing more virulent VSAs.
INTRODUCTION
Malaria parasites are subject to a diverse range of selection pressures. Key selection pressures, as reviewed in Mackinnon & Marsh [1] , are parasite competition, host immunity, host death, mosquito abundance and human interventions (such as the use of antimalarial drugs). Malaria parasites have a complex life cycle, with a variety of life stages within two different hosts, which allows them to adapt and survive when changes occur in these selection pressures. It is due to this adaptability that malaria still causes the death of over one million children each year despite continuous efforts of prevention, control and eradication [1] . One trait the parasites can adapt, which is of key importance to public health, is the parasites' virulence, i.e. the harm they cause their hosts. Theoretical studies have shown that some seemingly sensible measures for control, for example vaccines that lower the growth rate of the parasites, can cause the parasites to increase their virulence to such extent that host mortality even increases [2] . Understanding how parasites adapt to changes in their environment is, therefore, important to develop safe and effective control measures [3] .
Parasite virulence is considered to be an unavoidable consequence of host exploitation required for parasite reproduction [4, 5] . Parasites cannot exploit their hosts limitlessly in order to increase their reproduction and transmission because increased virulence also reduces the host life expectancy and consequently can reduce parasite transmission. Classical virulence theory predicts that due to this trade-off between costs and benefits of virulence, parasites evolve towards intermediate levels of virulence [4] [5] [6] [7] . The outcome of this virulence trade-off is influenced by several hostpathogen interactions that need to be taken into account when predicting how a pathogen's virulence will change in response to changes in its environment. Examples of these are infections that allow for multipleor superinfection [8 -10] , infections where immunity to the pathogen is built up gradually [11, 12] , and infections where there exists a reciprocal interaction between the within-host and between-host dynamics [13] . Understanding and predicting virulence adaptation in malaria is difficult because the parasite's life cycle is so complex and all the above-mentioned hostpathogen interactions apply to malaria infections.
A substantial part of the parasites adaptability and survival in humans arises from the parasite's so-called variant surface antigens (VSAs). The best-studied VSAs in malaria, and the ones we will focus on in this paper, are Plasmodium falciparum erythrocyte membrane proteins 1 (PfEMP1s) [14] [15] [16] . These VSAs are expressed on the surface of infected red blood cells (RBC), and the immune system builds effective antibody responses against them [17, 18] . In addition to being strong antigens, these VSAs have cytoadhesive properties and depending on which VSA is expressed, infected RBC can adhere to different host tissues obstructing local blood flow, which is an important virulence determinant of infection [15, [19] [20] [21] . For example, VSAs have been associated with various life-threatening clinical manifestations of disease, such as cerebral malaria, pregnancy malaria and the formation of the so-called RBC 'rosettes' [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Each parasite carries approximately 60 genes coding for different VSAs [25, 26] of which only one is expressed at a time [27, 28] . When an antibody response against a particular VSA has grown strong, the small number of parasites that express a different VSA have a benefit allowing growth of parasites expressing another VSA. This causes ongoing VSA changes which evade immune recognition and allow for persistent and frequent (re)infections. In endemic areas with high exposure to infection, individuals gradually build up a repertoire of antibodies against a large set of these VSAs [18, 29, 30] . In concurrence to the build-up of antibodies against PfEMP1 VSAs, individuals become resistant, first to severe malaria, then to mild malaria and eventually to all clinical malaria [31, 32] . The number of different VSAs in the entire parasite population is unknown, but is presumably very large [33] which is why infections remain common even at old age. Owing to these VSAs that potentially form an important link between the parasites' virulence and host immunity, understanding virulence adaptation for malaria parasites is a major challenge.
To increase our understanding of virulence adaptation in P. falciparum infections, we have developed an individual-based computational model that includes the key selective forces on malaria parasites at both the within-and between-host levels and explicitly takes feedback between these levels into account. The model keeps track of parasitaemia, VSA expression and immunity within all individual hosts of the population. We make no other assumption on the differences between the VSAs other than that parasites expressing different VSAs have different net growth rates. This assumption is based on the argument that parasites expressing VSAs with stronger cytoadhesive power are better at avoiding clearance by the spleen [34, 35] . Under this assumption, we find that the model yields realistic infection dynamics and reproduces key features of the epidemiological characteristics of P. falciparum malaria.
Which VSA a parasite expresses determines how parasites perceive the pressure of selection on them. For example, the pressure of immune selection on a parasite expressing a VSA for which the host has formed antibodies will be different than on a parasite expressing a VSA for which the host has no antibodies. Also, the pressure of selection through competition between a parasite expressing a very virulent VSA and a parasite expressing a very mild VSA will be different. The first of two aims of this study is to unravel these differences in the effect key selection forces have on parasites expressing different VSAs such that we can better understand how VSAs enable P. falciparum parasites to adapt to changes in their environment. During a real-life infection, parasites switch between VSAs, which makes it very difficult to gauge the relative effect of each of the parasite's VSAs on, for example, its within-host infection duration, transmission success and its survival in general. Because parasites express only one VSA at a time we can, as a first approximation for this problem, limit the parasites to carry only one VSA while still keeping the environment in which the parasites experience competition and interact as diverse as in a scenario where parasites are able to switch VSAs. This allows us to assess the effect on a parasite of expressing one specific VSA relative to the expression of other VSAs.
The second aim of this study is to understand how alterations in the parasites' living conditions may impact the virulence of the circulating parasites. The implementation of measures to prevent and control malaria, such as drugs, vaccination and extensive use of bed nets, imposes a strong selection pressure on the parasites. Owing to the wide variety of VSAs and existing genetic recombination mechanisms that generate both new VSAs and parasites with new sets of VSAs, it is likely that virulence adaptation will affect the population-wide repertoire of VSAs available to individual parasites. To understand the effect of different alterations in the parasite's environment on parasite virulence and host mortality we run, under varying parameter and model conditions, a wide range of simulations where each parasite has a repertoire of five VSA from a much larger set of possible VSAs.
MODEL AND METHODS
The model functions by keeping track of the individual parasitaemia of every host specifying how many RBC are infected by each infecting parasite and which VSA these RBC express. For every host, the model also keeps track of the host's antibody repertoire against specific VSAs. At the between-host level, the model keeps track of the prevalence and transmission success of every individual parasite and in addition, the degree of host immunity against every parasite at host population level. To accomplish this, the model is equipped with actors, processes, variables, parameters and iterators. The actors in our model are VSAs, parasites and hosts. The actors carry variables (the most important of these being parasite prevalence, parasitaemia, host antibodies and parasite within-host growth rate) which VSAs used by malaria parasites M. Severins et al. 247 are under the influence of regularly executed model processes. The model processes are transmission, parasite within-host growth and competition, malaria-caused host mortality, specific host immune response, parasite extinction and recombination and host demography. The model parameters are used to set the context of the model environment and remain constant during simulation. Iterators are used to identify or denote a specific instance of an actor. An overview of the model structure is given in figure 1 .
The numbers of actors remain constant during simulation. The size of the host population is 1000. A parasite consists of a set of five different VSAs chosen at random from a pool of 1500 unique VSAs. We introduce the term parasite 'type' to denote parasites with a specific subset of VSAs. These parasite types bear no relation to possible 'real-life' strains. We allow 75 different parasite types to circulate in the model at a time.
The VSAs in the pool are ranked and their rank reflects how strong their binding is to the receptors lining the host's blood vessels. We assume that this difference in binding strength causes differences in the net growth rate because stronger binding VSAs are better at avoiding splenic clearance of the infected RBC on which they are expressed [35] . We, therefore, refer to high ranking VSAs as 'strong' and lower ranking VSAs as 'weak'.
We have coded the model in the C++ programming language. Model simulations run with time steps t that are equivalent to days in real life. During a 'day', the processes are executed in a fixed order, although not every process is executed each day, as shown on the left-hand side of figure 1. Below we describe the model processes in detail, using lower case notation for parameters and capitals for the variables. We use iterator i to denote the ith host in the host population, iterator n to denote the nth type in the parasite type population and iterator v to denote the vth VSA in the VSA pool which is equal to its rank or 'strength'. We use iterator j to denote the jth parasite type infecting a particular host, and iterator k to denote the expression of the kth VSA of an infecting parasite type.
Between-host infection and transmission
In real-life, a parasite can transmit to mosquitoes when a proportion of the infecting parasites differentiates into gametocytes, the life stage of the parasite that is taken up by the mosquitoes [36] . Although the exact relation between parasitaemia and gametocyte abundance is unclear [37] , there is a robust relationship between parasitaemia and transmission [38, 39] .
The model's transmission process is executed every day and involves two steps: first, host to mosquito transmission and second, mosquito to host transmission. During the first step a pool of parasites is created that represents all parasites that have been taken up by mosquitoes. During the second step, hosts are infected with a parasite from that pool and at the end of this step the pool is deleted.
During the first step every parasite infecting a host has a probability to be added to the pool. S ij (t) is the probability of the jth parasite infecting host i to be included in the pool on day t. To take into account the time it takes parasites to form gametocytes, we impose a delay between infection and admission to the pool regulated by parameter d. Before d days of infection, S ij (t) ¼ 0. After d days of infection, the probability of being added to the pool depends on the parasitaemia of the parasite. The parasitaemia of a parasite in a host is calculated by summing all the infected RBC expressing one of the VSAs of the parasite P k P ijk ðtÞ (see §2.2 for details). We also introduce parameter p 0 , between zero and one, that reflects how much gametocyte formation depends on parasitaemia. When, p 0 ¼ 0 (default), transmission is fully dependent on parasitaemia (implying that a fixed proportion of parasites differentiates into gametocytes), and when p 0 ¼ 1, transmission is fully independent of parasitaemia (implying that there are always enough parasites that differentiate into gametocytes to infect a mosquito regardless of parasitaemia). The probability to be added to the pool for each infecting parasite that has formed gametocytes then becomes S ij ðtÞ ¼ minð1; P k P ijk ðtÞ þ p 0 Þ. At the end of the first step, a pool has been created of parasites that are chosen through a random process but where weighed by their relative prevalence in the parasite population, i.e. they proportionally represent the parasite types in the host population. We assume that the mosquito population is large enough such that stochastic variation in the proportion of types transmitted can be neglected.
During the second step, each host is infected with probability l, the so-called transmission intensity or force of infection. The infecting parasite is randomly selected from all the parasites in the pool. To allow new parasite types (see §2.5) to enter the host population, there exists a very small probability (set at 0.0001) that a host is not infected with one of the parasites from the pool but with one of the 75 parasite types at random.
In some malaria endemic areas, the number of mosquitoes drops substantially during the yearly dry season. In the simulations where this seasonality is taken into account, we introduce a lower force of infection, l s , during a yearly recurring season of 122 days.
Within-host parasite growth
During the blood stage of malaria, the parasites infect RBC in repeated 2 day cycles [33, 40] . The parasites multiply inside the RBC and at the end of the cycle the infected RBC rupture, releasing a new generation of parasites into the blood stream [40] . In the model, the parasite growth and competition process explicitly simulate the within-host dynamics of the infected RBC and VSAs expressed on their surface. Liver-stage parasite proliferation is implicitly taken into account by letting parasites enter the general bloodstream in the order of magnitude in which they are released from the liver, which is approximately 10 000 parasites (0.002 ml 21 blood) [41] . We assume that RBC homeostasis ensures that for every new generation of free parasites, there is a fixed number, r, of RBC available for infection per microlitre of blood. We set r, regardless of infection and host age, to 100 000 RBC which is approximately 20 per cent of RBC in a microlitre of blood. This 20 per cent lies in the order of magnitude of the observed maximum parasitaemia per microlitre of blood in patients [41, 42] . In the model, parasitaemia is defined as the infected fraction of the r available RBC.
Each parasite infecting an RBC expresses only one of its VSAs and epigenetic mechanisms within the parasites ensure that new generations of parasites, originating from that infected RBC, remember the VSA that was expressed by its parental parasite [43] . Supported by findings of Lavstsen et al. [44] , we assume that the first generation of new parasites in a host expresses each one of the VSAs they carry on an equal fraction of the RBC they infect.
Let P ijk (t) be the fraction of r RBC that is infected and expressing VSA k of parasite type j inside host i at time t. This fraction is updated every other day. The parasitaemia caused by parasite type j is defined as the sum of the fractions corresponding to all the VSAs of that type, P k P ijk ðtÞ. The total host parasitaemia is defined as the sum of the parasitaemias of all parasite types infecting host i : P tot;i ðtÞ ¼ P j;k P ijk ðtÞ. Each P ijk (t) infected RBC fraction has its own per generation multiplication, or growth, factor G ijk (t). The growth factor sets the average net number of free parasites (merozoites) released in host i per ruptured RBC expressing VSA k at the end of an infection cycle. The core of the growth factor is defined as:
It is composed from: c, an intrinsic, non-VSA associated, growth component; c v , a VSAassociated growth component; and v k which is how the kth VSA of parasite j ranks in the overall VSA pool (see start of §2). The VSA rank influences the growth factor in such a way that higher ranking VSAs allow for relatively fast growth (strong VSA) and lower ranking VSAs allow for relatively slower growth (weak VSA). In addition, the growth factor is influenced by the host's non-specific immune response, regulated by parameter m n , and cross-immunity through the hosts VSA-specific antibody repertoire (A i (t)), regulated by parameter m c , explained in detail in §3.3.2. The resulting growth factor is
In each host i, the total number of free parasites (merozoites) per microlitre of blood at the end of an infection cycle is obtained by multiplying the fraction of RBC infected with parasite j expressing VSA k, with the growth factor of that fraction, then adding these products for all VSAs of all infecting types, and finally multiplying by the total number of RBC r : r P j;k P ijk ðtÞG ijk ðtÞ. These free parasites compete with each other for infection of the available RBC in the new infection cycle. The mean number of free parasites, F i (t), that compete with each other for one RBC is given by: F i ðtÞ ¼ P j;k P ijk ðtÞG ijk ðtÞ. We assume that the number of parasites each RBC encounters is Poisson-distributed with mean F i (t). That means that a proportion 1 À e ÀF i ðtÞ of the r RBC will be infected in the next cycle. The fraction of RBC in host i infected by the host's jth infecting parasite expressing its kth VSA in the new infection cycle then becomes:
A very small fraction (1 Â 10 24 %) of the most dominantly expressed VSA of an infecting parasite is allowed to switch its VSA expression evenly to the other VSAs of the parasite. We assume that each infecting parasite type j, infecting a fraction smaller than 0.013 of the r RBC available for infection per microlitre blood (i.e. if P k P ijk ðt þ 2Þ , 0:013 ), does not survive and is cleared from the host.
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Host immunity
The model implements VSA-specific host antibodies, cross-immunity between these antibodies and nonspecific, or general, immunity. Maternal immunity that is thought to protect infants in the first few months of life is ignored in our model [45, 46] (see §4).
Specific host immunity of host i against VSA v is denoted by A iv ðtÞ [ f0; 1g. If A iv ðtÞ ¼ 0, the host is 'susceptible' for that VSA whereas if A iv ¼ 1, the host is immune. Newborn hosts are assumed to be susceptible to all VSAs A iv ð0Þ ¼ 0 for all v. The total size of the antibody repertoire of host i at time t is denoted by A i ðtÞ ¼ P v A iv ðtÞ. An infected host i is triggered to start to build a specific antibody response against the kth VSA of one of its infecting parasite types j from the moment that P ijk ðtÞ= P j;k P ijk ðtÞ . m a . This relative antibody threshold value, m a , ensures that hosts only mount specific immunity to dominantly expressed VSA. It takes time to build an immune response and, therefore, antibodies become effective (A iv ðtÞ ¼ 1Þm d days after the specific response is triggered (default m d ¼ 18 days, which is within the range suggested by Collins & Jeffery [42, 47] ). We assume that antibody binding to a VSA clears all the infected RBC expressing that VSA and as a result the fraction of available RBC infected and expressing this VSA is set to zero from that moment. When a host has built up effective antibodies against all the VSAs of a parasite type, the type can no longer survive in the host and is cleared. Because we assume life-long antibody immunity, only parasites that carry at least one VSA for which the host has no antibodies can infect the host.
We implement cross-immunity between VSA antibodies [48, 49] by letting the growth factors of the different VSA-expressing RBC fractions, G ijk (t), be affected by the total size of the host's antibody repertoire, A i (t). In the simulations that are used to study the effect of cross-immunity, we use a parameter, m c , to regulate the degree in which the host's antibody repertoire influences the core of the parasite's net growth factor:
When m c is zero, there is no cross-immunity and with increasing values of m c the effect of cross-immunity becomes larger.
Non-specific immunity, or general immunity, is assumed to effect the net growth of the parasites proportional to the host's total parasitaemia. This reduction in net growth is implemented like:
Here, parameter m n (default 0.7) sets the strength of general immunity. The smaller m n is the smaller the strength of general immunity. When m n ¼ 0, there is no general immunity.
Malaria mortality and host demography
In the model, there is malaria-induced host mortality (executed after every parasite growth process) and non-malaria-related mortality executed yearly. The probability of dying from malaria depends on the parasitaemia in the host and is scaled by a factor f m . We set factor f m to 0.0001 such that malaria mortality is slightly higher than in the demographic study by Bawah & Binka [50] to simulate a host population without any medical intervention (see electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). Thus, the daily probability of dying from malaria of a host i is: P tot;i ðtÞf m . The probability of dying of other causes than malaria is age-dependent, and adopted from the same demographic study in a high-transmission malaria area that specifies mortality rates owing to malaria and non-malaria-related causes [50] . When a host dies, it is replaced by an uninfected newborn host, with age zero and no antibodies.
Parasite recombination
Parasite types can end up not infecting any hosts owing to host immunity, parasite competition or, when at low prevalence already, owing to the model's stochasticity. Every 10 days all parasite types that are not infecting any hosts are removed, i.e. we assume they become extinct. These types are replaced by new parasites types which we assume arise from parasite recombination. In real-life, malaria parasites are known to undergo frequent recombination of their VSA set [51] [52] [53] . Most recombination takes place during sexual reproduction of the parasite inside the mosquitoes. The new parasite types in our model are assigned a set of 5VSA drawn at random from the pool of VSAs. This means not only that parasite types with new combinations of VSAs enter the host population but also that VSA's which where not represented in one of the parasite types previously, and thus unseen by the hosts, can enter the host population.
Model simulations
2.6.1. Default simulation settings. Simulations last the equivalent of 200 years. Hosts are initially assigned a random age between 0 and 75, and initially have no antibodies. The first 100 years of each simulation are regarded as a transient period for which no output is recorded to allow for the host demography and antibody repertoires to stabilize.
The default parameter values for the simulations is given in table 1. In the default simulations, there is no seasonality. The force of infection, l, is derived from infective mosquito biting rates measured in hightransmission areas [54] . For the first aim of the study, we perform simulations where the parasites carry only one VSA per parasite (1VSA simulations) and for the second aim of the study, we perform simulations where the parasites carry five VSA per parasite (5VSA simulations).
Model behaviour.
To determine if the model gives realistic infection dynamics, we study a 5VSA simulation with default parameter settings. In this simulation, we look at the daily parasitaemia of the hosts of which one typical host is plotted. We sample all 1000 hosts at yearly intervals to study the average parasitaemia, average number of co-infecting parasite types, average strength of the expressed VSAs and, the average size of the hosts VSA-specific antibody repertoires at all host ages.
2.6.3. First aim simulations. As part of the first aim of our study, we perform several within-host experiments to study the selection forces of parasite competition and host immunity within-host for parasites expressing different VSAs. In these experiments, we look at one isolated host of which we can manually set the size and repertoire of its VSA-specific antibodies and also all other immune functions. Under pre-defined static immune conditions, we allow one or two parasites, expressing a VSA of our choice to which the host has no antibodies to grow inside the host. For the other part of the first aim of our study, we look at several life-history traits of the parasite types from a 1VSA simulation with default parameter settings. One of those traits is the yearly number of transmission events of a parasite type. A transmission event is registered when a parasite type is selected from the parasite pool, created during the transmission process, to infect a host. A successful transmission event is registered when a transmission event results in infection of the host that happens when the parasite type selected for infection carries at least one VSA to which the host has no antibodies. The life-history trait 'host immunity' of a parasite type is defined as the average number of hosts that have VSA antibodies against one of its VSA during the existence of the type. We distinguish between two ways an infecting parasite can be cleared from the host, namely clearance through the build-up of specific VSA antibodies ('immune clearance') or clearance because parasitaemia drops below the threshold level ('competition clearance'). The latter mostly occurs through competition with co-infecting parasites or to a lesser extent though cross-immunity. Another life-history trait we define is the fraction of all clearances of a parasite type that was due to competition clearance.
Second aim simulations.
For the second aim of our study, we perform many 5VSA simulations in which we change one parameter value from the default value. After each simulation, we evaluate the average yearly host mortality and compare these results. We also evaluate the average rank of the VSAs dominantly expressed in infants (hosts under age one) for every simulation as a proxy for the virulence of the parasites that infect the most vulnerable hosts. The parameter values used in the simulations are shown in table 1.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Model behaviour
To determine if the model gives realistic infection dynamics, we study the hosts' infection burden and immunity with age. Figure 2 shows results of a 5VSA simulation with default parameter values. This same figure for a 1VSA simulation is shown in the electronic supplementary material, figure S1. The parasitaemia (P tot;i ðtÞ) during the lifetime of a typical host, depicted in figure 2a, shows that parasitaemia is highest in early childhood after which parasite levels drop in between occasional peaks. Even in elderly hosts, infections still frequently occur albeit at much lower levels of parasitaemia than in younger hosts (figure 2b). Because transmission is related to parasitaemia, it is the youngest hosts that are the most infectious.
Co-infections with multiple parasite types are common in the simulations and vary on average between one and five co-infecting types (figure 2c), although infections with over 10 types do occur. Despite the presence of multiple parasite types in one host, we find that infection is mostly dominated by only one VSA, especially in younger hosts. Switches in VSA dominance occur after VSA antibody build-up or through parasite competition. Because the hosts only build up specific immunity against VSAs that cross a relative infection threshold, the time it takes from infection to the build-up of specific antibodies varies depending on the competition between infecting parasite types and the infection history of the host.
The hosts' VSA antibody repertoire gradually increases with age as shown in figure 2e. We find that, owing to the differences in growth rate inferred by the VSAs expressed by the parasites, a hierarchy in VSA expression with host age arises naturally through the infection dynamics (figure 2d). Younger hosts are infected with parasites expressing stronger VSAs and as the hosts grow older and their VSA antibody 
First aim simulations
3.2.1. Within-host competition and immunity. As part of the first aim of our study, i.e. understanding the effect of key selection forces on parasites expressing different VSAs, we show the results of several withinhost experiments (figure 3) as described in §2.6.3. Figure 3a shows that, without competition, the rate at which parasitaemia increases and the maximum parasitaemia a parasite can reach is determined by the VSA expressed by the parasite and the amount of cross-immunity in the host (A i (t)). Figure 3b shows that when two parasite types compete the parasite expressing the strongest VSA will dominate the infection and suppress the parasite expressing the weaker VSA. In the absence of specific immunity against the stronger VSA, the parasite expressing this stronger VSA will eventually out-compete the parasite with a weaker VSA. Under some circumstances, parasites expressing a weaker VSA do better in the within-host competition than parasites expressing a stronger VSA. Figure 3c shows that parasites entering a host later can have a benefit over resident parasites, even if the parasite that enters the host later expresses a weaker VSA. This occurs when the parasite that infects later grows slow enough to stay below the threshold for the buildup of specific immunity (i.e. it 'hides' from the immune system) without being pushed under the clearance threshold by the resident parasite. Figure 3d shows that parasites expressing weaker VSA can be better at hiding from specific immunity than parasites expressing stronger VSA.
Gametocyte formation takes 10 days and the time it takes to build up antibodies from the moment the immune threshold is crossed is 18 days. Therefore, any parasite that is not cleared by competition can transmit for at least 8 days. The results from the within-host experiments shows that parasites expressing strong VSAs can reach high parasitaemia quickly, hereby maximizing transmission during the time before specific immunity clears infection. During this period, they can also out-compete parasites expressing weaker VSAs. Parasites expressing weaker VSAs, in co-infections, are better at hiding from specific immunity, which allows them to stretch the period in which they can transmit long beyond 8 days, albeit at lower parasitaemia and thus smaller transmission probability per day.
To further understand the effect of the key selection forces on parasites expressing different VSAs, we also run a full 1VSA simulation with default parameter settings and study several life-history traits of the parasites (figure 4). The electronic supplementary material has the same figure (electronic supplementary material, figure S2) for a 5VSA simulation that shows how difficult it is to gauge the effect on a parasite of carrying a specific VSA when the parasites carry 5 VSA because the results are diluted and distorted by the other VSAs of the parasite.
Mosquito abundance.
Mosquito abundance is an important selective force that acts on the boundary of the within-and between-host levels. It is most important to parasites that have a low frequency of transmission because when the number of mosquitoes drops, the total number of transmission events drops and parasites that have a lower frequency of transmission will be more likely to become extinct. Although the model does not take the mosquito population explicitly into account, it does keep track of the number of transmission events for each parasite type. Figure 4a shows that parasites carrying weaker VSAs experience much fewer transmission events than parasites carrying a stronger VSA, meaning that the parasites that carry weaker VSAs are more vulnerable to drops in mosquito abundance.
Competition and immunity.
Confirming what we would expect from the within-host experiments, the parasites that carry strong VSAs are mostly cleared from hosts by specific immunity while the parasites that carry weak VSAs are more often cleared by competition (figure 4d ). We also find that at the host population level, there are many more hosts that have specific immunity against stronger VSAs than against weaker VSAs (figure 4c). Consequently, the fraction of transmission events that result in infection, i.e. a successful transmission event is very low for parasites that carry a strong VSA (figure 4b). Figure 4e shows the resulting average lifetime of parasite types carrying a specific VSA. This result does not imply that there is an 'optimal' VSA for the parasites. The benefit to a parasite of expressing a certain VSA is always relative to the other VSAs expressed in the host and to the VSA-specific antibodies that exist in the host and the host population at the time of expression. These other VSAs expressed and the anti-VSA antibodies in the population are continually fluctuating, as such, an optimal VSA does not really exist.
Host mortality.
Host death is a selective force that is experienced by the parasite types both at the withinand between-host levels. Within-host, host death stops infection and transmission of all infecting parasite types; at the between-host level, it removes a host from the population that was susceptible for some VSAs and immune for others. Parasites expressing strong VSAs can reach the highest parasitaemias, mainly in children, and therefore cause more host death, than weaker VSAs (figure 4f ). The loss of VSAs used by malaria parasites M. Severins et al. 253 transmission owing to host death is hence more important for parasites expressing a stronger VSA.
First aim conclusions.
In conclusion, the differences in the effect that key selection forces have on parasites expressing different VSAs result in differences in the contribution the VSAs have to the survival of the parasites carrying them as follows.
Strong VSAs allow for high parasitaemia in the infected host which means that per day of infection the parasite can infect more mosquitoes. Strong VSAs also contribute to the survival of the parasite by suppressing or even clearing other co-infecting parasites. A high proportion of the host population has specific immunity against strong VSAs; therefore strong VSAs hardly contribute to the number of hosts the parasite can infect. Because they allow for high parasitaemia strong VSAs contribute to loss of infection and transmission of the parasiteowing to host death.
Weak VSAs contribute little to transmission per day but in some cases allow for a longer infection time because they do not trigger a specific immune response so quickly. Their largest contribution to parasite survival is in terms of the number of hosts the parasite can infect since the proportion of hosts with specific immunity against the weaker VSAs is very small. Weak VSAs hardly contribute to loss of infection and transmission owing to host death.
Second aim simulations
The second aim of this study is to understand how alterations in the parasites' living conditions may impact the virulence of the circulating parasites. For this purpose, we run a wide range of 5VSA simulations with different parameter settings and look at both host mortality and the rank, i.e. strength of the VSAs expressed in infants (figure 5). The strength of expressed VSAs is used as a proxy for parasite virulence.
3.3.1. Parasite growth and host mortality. Decreasing parasite growth either by the intrinsic component, c, or by the VSA-specific component, c v , decreases host mortality (figure 5a) but increases the strength of the VSAs expressed in infants (figure 5b) because the parasites compensate for the loss in growth potential. Increasing the probability of malaria-induced host death increases host mortality yet has a minimal effect on the VSAs expressed in infants. That the parasite population does not move towards expressing weaker VSAs even though parasites expressing strong VSAs are most affected by host mortality might be because these parasites are instantly compensated when a deceased host is replaced by a non-immune new host which are mostly infected by parasites expressing strong VSAs. 
Host immunity.
A general observation from model simulations with different immune parameter values is that any change that improves the performance of the host's immune system lowers host mortality (figure 5c). Even though an increase in general immunity lowers the growth potential of the parasites, they do not move towards expressing stronger VSAs as we found when we decreased the growth rate of the parasites (figure 5d). We believe this is because expressing stronger VSAs cannot compensate for the loss of growth since it is the parasites expressing the stronger VSAs that are most suppressed by general immunity owing to its relation with host parasitaemia. Changes in the time it takes to build up antibodies do not affect the strength of the VSAs expressed in infants ( figure 5d ). This could be because these changes are equally beneficial or detrimental to parasites expressing any VSA. With increasing cross-immunity the parasites move towards expressing stronger VSAs. An increase in cross-immunity mostly affects parasites expressing weaker VSA because they are expressed in older hosts with a larger VSA antibody repertoire and hence more cross-immunity.
3.3.3. Transmission. Decreasing the transmission intensity, whether all year round, l, or during a yearly recurring season, l s , decreases the strength of the VSAs expressed in infants (figure 5f ). Thus at lower transmission intensity, it becomes more beneficial for the parasites to express a VSA to which very few hosts have specific immunity than to express a VSA that can reach higher parasitaemia. This means that the limiting factor to parasite survival is finding enough hosts without specific immunity to infect, rather than the within-host growth rate of the parasites or within-host competition. Notably, only when the transmission intensity is decreased all year round does it decrease host mortality (figure 5e).
Changes in the time it takes to form gametocytes had no effect on either host mortality or the VSA expressed in infants (figure 5e,f ), which suggests that the gametocyte formation time is not the limiting factor to parasite transmission and survival. A small increase in the probability of parasite transmission independent of parasitaemia increases host mortality and the strength of the expressed VSAs. This is likely owing to an increase in transmission and we saw the same effect when the transmission intensity was increased. When the parasitaemia independent transmission is increased even further, host mortality decreases again and so does the strength of the expressed VSAs. We argue that this is because now all infecting parasites transmit with almost equal probability and thus there is much less need to reach high parasitaemia and express strong VSAs.
Second aim conclusions.
The second aim of this study is to understand when and how alterations in the parasites' living conditions may impact the VSAs, and thus the virulence, of the circulating parasites, in particular those expressed in infants. When the parasites' environment does not change the interplay of the selective forces on the parasites will reach an equilibrium at which there is an average VSA strength expressed in infants that is most optimal for parasite survival. We learned from our first aim simulations that the different VSAs contribute differently to the parasites' survival. Changes in virulence owing to parameter changes are an indication to what the limiting factors are to parasite survival. Parasites will evolve towards expressing stronger VSAs when (one of ) the limiting factor(s) for parasite survival is the within-host parasite growth and the parasites are able to minimize this limitation by expressing stronger VSAs.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we have built an individual-based computational model to better understand how VSAs enable P. falciparum parasites to adapt to changes in their environment and how this adaptability can affect the success of malaria prevention and control measures. Malaria prevention and control measures are aimed to reduce host morbidity and mortality. From the parasites' perspective, these measures are yet another force of selection that interacts with the existing selective forces. Because these forces are connected across the within-and between-host infection levels to fully understand how these selective forces interact, it is crucial to model these forces at both levels explicitly. Our model does this and as a result it reproduces key features of the epidemiological characteristics of P. falciparum infections and VSA-specific immunity.
Our results show how parasites expressing different VSAs perceive the pressure of the selection forces differently at both the within-and between-host levels. We also show the effect of a wide range of changes to the parasites' living conditions on host mortality and parasite virulence in infants. From the simulations, we learn that the outcome of a change in the parasite's environment in terms of parasite virulence depends on the balance between the selection forces which sets the limiting factor for parasite survival.
Owing to limitations in existing data, computational restrictions and to maintain transparency, our model is a simplification of reality and not designed to mimic the exact balance between the forces of selection. In addition, this balance in reality is likely to differ between communities owing to regional differences. Therefore, while our results can be used as an indication to show how the virulence of parasites may change in response to certain measures they should not be interpreted as accurate predictions.
In our 5VSA default simulations, the limiting factor for parasite survival is finding a non-immune host; therefore, when the transmission intensity is decreased the virulence of the parasites decreases. However, when the limiting factor to survival is, e.g. the withinhost competition between parasites, the virulence of the parasites would increase when the transmission intensity is decreased.
There are a few parameter changes for which we can compare our results with findings from other theoretical or experimental studies. That a decrease in growth rate of the parasites leads to an increase in virulence has also been found by Gandon et al. [2] and Mackinnon et al. [55] . The virulence of circulating parasites in regions with different transmission intensities (i.e. the number of infective bites per day) has been studied and shows that with decreasing transmission intensity the proportion of severe malaria cases that are caused by malarial anaemia decreases while the proportion of cases owing to cerebral malaria increases [56, 57] . Because in our model, we do not specify the location in the body where the VSAs preferentially adhere these findings are not easily comparable. However, a decrease in malarial anaemia could indicate that there are less strong VSAs to cause ongoing high parasitaemia.
Below we discuss some of the simplifications and assumptions that were made in order to create the model and the implications these may have on our results.
Growth rate differences related to variant surface antigen expression
The expression of VSAs gives infected RBC the capacity to sequester in body tissues and reduce their passage through the spleen where infected RBC are recognized and cleared from the blood. Following Hviid [35] , we assume that the strength of the binding between a VSA and its host receptor is a measure for how well infected RBC can avoid splenic clearance and consequently we envisage different VSAs as conferring different net growth rates to parasites. Classical work on VSAs in African Trypanosomas parasites [58] shows that the observed differences in growth rates alone, between parasites expressing different VSAs cannot account for the ordered appearance of dominant VSAs during Trypanosoma infection as reported in the literature. This work is often referred to in the context of malaria VSA models. However, Trypanosomas differ from malaria parasites in many ways. For our analysis, notably, the observed differences in growth rate between Trypanosomas parasites expressing different VSA are very small compared with those of P. falciparum parasites [59] . In addition, Trypanosomas VSAs do not have adhesion properties like the VSAs of P. falciparum do.
In our model, the differences in growth rate allow for dominant VSA expression and regular changes in this dominance owing to the build-up of antibodies against the dominant VSA or competition with a newly infecting parasite. Because every host has a different history of infection, every host also has a unique order in which it builds up antibodies against the VSA. However, on the host population level, we find that on average there is a generic order in dominant VSA expression and host age, where antibodies against the stronger VSAs are acquired earlier in life. A recent study indeed shows that there appears to be such a generic order in which antibodies against VSAs are acquired [34] . The transmission intensity does not influence this order in antibody acquisition but merely dictates its pace.
It is, however, likely that dominant VSA expression and the antigenic variation as seen in malaria infections are not dictated by differences in growth rate alone, especially in elderly hosts where the differences in growth rate between the VSA is much smaller. Various other mechanisms have been suggested in the literature [60] [61] [62] . A model by Recker et al. [63] has shown that, e.g., transient cross-reactive immune responses are able to orchestrate realistic within-host antigenic variation. However, this mechanism on its own does not generate a generic order of antibody acquisition at host population level which is what makes parasites expressing different VSA experience selection pressures such as competition and immunity differently. For this, we believe that a feedback mechanism through the population as incorporated in our model is required.
Disease and immunity
Malaria mortality in the model depends only on host parasitaemia while in reality disease and disease outcome is more complex. For example, the location of infected RBC sequestration and the formations of rosettes by infected RBC are important factors in disease outcome [24] . Consequently, VSAs that have disease-exacerbating properties will cause more host mortality than other VSAs that infer the same growth rate but do not have these properties. In our model, we do not take into account maternal antibodies which are thought to protect infants the first few months of life. Because of these antibodies, from the parasites' perspective, infants behave like adults for a few months after which they become non-immune again until they build up their own antibodies. Therefore, apart from a somewhat reduced infant death (which would then happen at a slightly older age), the overall dynamics will largely stay the same. It is not clear whether immunity against malaria, in particular, VSA-specific antibodies, is life long. Here, we assume that VSA-specific immunity is effectively life long owing to frequent re-infections that cause sufficient antibody boosting. If future studies find that specific VSA antibodies cannot be assumed to effectively provide life-long protection, this can be implemented in the model. In that case also older hosts could be infected by parasites expressing strong VSAs which would change the balance of the selection forces as we present here considerably. We have assumed that the gametocytes of a parasite are cleared when the parasite is cleared from a host, however, there could be a delay in gametocyte clearance as they carry different VSAs and are relatively long-lived [64] . Depending on the extend of the delay, this may have a significant impact on transmission.
Peripheral blood compartment
We have made a few assumptions regarding the RBC in the model. Firstly, the blood volume of the hosts in our model is equal for hosts of all ages, whereas, in reality, blood volume increases with age until adulthood. Secondly, all parasite types in our model are equal except for their VSAs, while in reality some parasite types specialize in infecting RBC of specific ages [65] . Thirdly, in the model, every within-host infection cycle, a fixed amount of new uninfected RBC becomes available for infection. In reality, at very high parasitaemia, new RBC production is not able to keep up the formation of new RBC, hence patients become anaemic. We argue that in all these cases, parasite types have fewer RBC to infect than in the model which would imply that the within-host competition in reality is likely to be stronger than in our model.
Antigenically distinct groups of variant surface antigen
From serological and genomic data, there is evidence that the immense VSA pool is organized into specific groups of VSAs [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . It is unclear how the VSAs from the different groups are represented in individual parasite genomes, but it seems that all parasites carry at least a few members from each group [68] . Antibodies against VSAs from the so-called group A VSAs seem to be more cross-reactive than antibodies against VSAs from other groups [71] . Also, group A VSAs have been associated with more severe disease and appear to be mostly expressed at young age [23, 71] . In our model, we only assume one difference between the VSAs, namely the difference in growth rate inferred by different VSAs to fully understand the consequence of that assumption. We expect that the effect on our results, of adding antigenically distinct groups of VSAs to the model, depends on the order in which antibodies against VSAs from each of the groups is acquired by the hosts. In our model, all VSAs experience equal inhibition from cross-immunity which, on average, is also the case if antibodies against VSA from all groups are acquired at equal pace. However, if e.g. antibodies against group A VSAs are acquired earlier in life, on average, VSAs from this group will experience more inhibition from cross-immunity than VSAs from other groups. We predict that this will enhance the dichotomy we find in our model between strong VSA that allow for high parasitaemia only in young relatively non-immune hosts, and weaker VSAs that allow for infection of a wider range of hosts but lower parasitaemia. However, implementation of such grouping into the model is necessary to fully understand the effect of this extra level of organization on the dynamics of the VSAs.
Conclusion
The first aim of this study was to unravel the differences in the effect key selection forces have on parasites expressing different VSAs such that we can better understand how VSAs enable P. falciparum parasites to adapt to changes in their environment. We find distinct differences in the perception of the key selection forces by parasites expressing strong VSAs and weak VSAs. With this background, we continued to the second aim of our study that was to understand how alterations in the parasites' environment may impact the virulence of the circulating parasites. We find that an increase in virulence only occurs when (one of ) the limiting factor(s) for parasite survival is the withinhost parasite growth, and a change to the environment strengthens this limiting factor. To be able to make predictions on whether implementation of control measures in a community will increase the virulence of the circulating parasites, a thorough understanding is needed of the interactions and balance between the selective forces on the parasites in this community.
